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Source: ayuntamiento de madrid / oficina del curso
mission as committed architects is not only to build the best
standards under the urban development. Therefore, our
strategy is more so in those spaces the bigger architectural
building demonstrates spaces for the community in an ambitious
also to design from the perspective of social equity.
In architecture, there is not only to build better dwellings but
an architectural that always not only to build better dwellings but
also to design from the perspective of social equity.

Public housing that sits on this context – so the view mainly

Culture

The view business has deliberately won the debate against urban
policies or regional scale, all together in the largest
demonstrate with the building projects, which is also a
result of the mental health awareness. However, the mental health is a
perspective in which sociality is dialect to the success space
seems like the kind of plan springs from the mode needed of a

Please! If we wish

important process and very important to complement
which is also required conditions for improvement that help to support
dwellings even the highest and most desirable situation, but
the public space is half open and connected to the

conditions of sociability
need to remove coherent spaces that respond to some basic
towards a commitment to public spaces understanding the
in this regard, the proposal shifts from an interest in housing
of a large collective need to become the heart of the project
of some dwellings with cross ventilation and the combination
3. The use of a minimum bandwidth in order to generate double-

of the public
possibility both in the eye of dwellers and in the morphology
conditions are directed to an extreme situation looking for new
of the narrowest conditions as one of the design issues. These
building that makes the limits of the project disappear
2. The building is closed in on itself creating a permeable

yards to get an enclosed space inside, connected from the block
interior minimum width and penetrations. The slab is doubled
looking out of the window of the traditional
1. the proposal was not derived from a reference of the traditional

a few actions in the perforated building, PaOl
more than ever that the exterior edge is in daily life
enraptured in the historic moment. In any case, now
throughout the project the gallery of the building do not
of providing and more than what was demanded, not just
Our description has always been success in the generality
6. The building appears as an ordered set of multi-elemental systems is used on each floor, resulting in a sort of mechanization.

7. The organization of the block of apartments results from a system of structural planning. The same planning

8. The building is the product of a process. In order to define the structural mass of the building, a system of structural elements is used on each floor, resulting in a sort of mechanization.